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About This Game

This game supports rebinding controls, but only dual analog gamepads and keyboard & mouse modes are
officially supported in desktop mode.

VR mode requires a dual analog gamepad. Mouse control is NOT supported in VR.

HOTAS controllers are not officially supported and are at your own risk!

House of the Dying Sun is a tactical space shooter that puts you in the cockpit of the Empire's most deadly interceptor and in
command of the Harbinger Fleet. Hunt down the enemies of your dying empire and upgrade your warships with new weapons

and abilities earned during your campaign of terror.

Key Features:

 Classic Space Sim Combat: Fly from the cockpit of the Executor Mk II with gameplay heavily influenced by the
titans of yesteryear

 Take Command: Give orders to any vessel in your fleet from a tactical overview, switch to another fighter, or pause
time and carefully consider your next move

 Replayable Scenarios: Choose one of four increasingly-brutal difficulties in each of the 14 campaign scenarios.
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 Powerful Upgrades: Complete bonus objectives to earn special fleet upgrades such as the Gap Drive or the Kamikaze
Chassis. You'll need these to tackle the most difficult scenarios.

 VR & Monitor Support: House of the Dying Sun was carefully designed for both traditional monitors and VR
headsets such as the HTC Vive. It also supports 21:9 displays!
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Title: House of the Dying Sun
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Marauder Interactive, LLC
Publisher:
Marauder Interactive, LLC
Release Date: 1 Nov, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.4GHz Quad Core Processor

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible, 2048 MB of VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Additional Notes: Installation of SteamVR is required for VR support.

English
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Broken more and more after each update, nothing carries over, personnel aren't saved, etc. Simple mistakes ruin a simple game..
An incredibly powerful narrative enhanced by mechanics and story working in unison.
Take the content warning seriously.. Bought this game expecting Co-op, got Team Deathmatch, disappointed.. I've noticed most
reviews of this game are not exactly favorable, and granted, while the game itself is a little pricey for it's actual content, it's not 
that bad.

The animations could certainly use some work... a lot of work, it's almost obviously a kid's game, and while that's not a bad thing, I
would like to see a bit more realism, with the "rovers" in particular. The audio (conversation, spacecraft sounds) and strange
controls need to be erased and completely reworked from the ground up. The calculator needs clarification on it's operation it took
me 10 minutes to figure out I needed to use the num pad to punch in the answers (it was a late night).

With a little work the game could really be turned into something quite attractive visualy, with new textures, an extended sight range,
and some kind of post fx, I wouldn't complain. It's still in alpha I believe, at least that's the impression I got from visiting their
Vanilla site, so there is the chance that the whole thing could really be fine-tuned. Not only that, but this game seems to be a "demo"
(of sorts) for an upcoming NASAMMO? Never thought I would type something like that.

But yes, I would certainly recommend this, probably not for someone in my age-range (18-21), but for younger kids looking to
learn a bit about real space travel, this could be just what they need.. I just updated my review to positive, but with a more low
neutral rating. (Odd reservations too.)

I bought the first Putrefaction game, for about £1 and loved it. (Even though it's only about 1.5 hours to complete.)

I bought P2: The Void Walker, for £3.74 as I just noticed and it was on sale. I was dubious about spending almost £4 initially, only
because P1 was short at about one hour's play. (P2 is probably about six hours max play including finding secrets.)

I iniitally gave a negative review because I found a game-breaking bug. It was in the area where your in a dark building with lots
of green light markings on the walls. ...However the developer asked me straight away, "Where was the bug?".......Then the
developer fixed it as soon as I said where. ... However the developer annoyed me by contacting regularly to retest the bug and
update review. Even befriending me on Steam. Then once I put a positive rating on the game, the developer ignored me. I dropped
the developer as a Steam friend.

OK Putrifaction 2 is quite short at about five hours. Yet so are some AAA titles that cost £35. Therefor I have no choice but to offer
now a positive review. P2 might no be AAA shiney. However but it's more than playable, and some areas are right on.

Some other things about P2 that seem like they should be fixed:

1. Mouse scroll should change weapons, because being forced to move hands to number keys, is risky under fire.
2. Enemies which appear to be not close enough, do damage, making it tricky to judge play sometimes. This is the animal type
enemies, like wolves.
3. There's a hard room near the end. You have to make a jump to get to an exit platform. I died so many times trying to make that
jump, forcing me to replay the whole room. (I had to google to find out if that actually was the way out, and if it could be jumped.)
4. Earlier on, you are a slightly mazy area. You have to collect tablets. However it doesn't save when you return the tablets to where
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they are supposed to be. It saves when you pick some of the tablets up. Meaning at one point I was repeatedly dying and having to
take a tablet and deliver it, then go on to the next. In a toughish game, in a mazy area, I was getting real mad when I was dying and
having to do it again. I almost went for refund at that point.
5. I can not beat the last boss on the difficulty that I played this game. Hard sort of setting I think.
6. It does someties feel generic. However there's enough to keep you going.. This is how you do DLC.. Even though it's free, the
game is very plain.
Only 3 types of map with different skins. Only bomb, explosion, and speed powerups. 14 year olds acting like they can't find the
'ready' button or spamming the change team button.

It got repetitive after 5 rounds or so. It needs more variation from powerups and map hazards/mechanics.
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This game used to work well though after buying some of the downloadable content and receving 5 billion or so updates it is
now broken, which is something of a shame as it was quite fun to play.. Really cute and fun. The humor reminds me of
Undertale, but manages to stay original. Soundtrack is nice with gameplay to match.. It has potential, but as it stands, not very
exciting.

Pros:
Decent grahpics
Decent gameplay

Cons:
Still a little glitchy, tanks randomly disappear then re-appear
Not very many players
No Campaign
Lacks a line of sight (LOS) type system. Stay away! Don't buy this game because you need to log in to a stupid YU play account.
It kills your router and you can't reconnect to the internet until you restart all your hardware. If you can take that buy a joystick,
impossible to play without on realistic and simulator difficulty settings. Oh and multiplayer is totaly dead.. A bit boring...did
expect more ..... nice, small, very short sci-fi game. could be as well released for any 8 or 16-bit computer. nice graphics and
mood.
recomended for maybe a buck (which is more than I just paid), considering it's ~1.4h long.
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